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ONE



It ’s integrity center stage.  

It ’s how thoughts are 
dressed and how they ’re 
presented.  Life and 
culture, designed at 
a personal pace - legs 
pushing out strides - 
eyes capturing daylight ’s 
endeavors to wizen the 
night into the clear breath 
of direction.



THIS IS HOW IT LOOKS TO DIRECT. Thought through, 
planned, detailed, but refined organically - each 
step a natural progression to the individuality that is 
celebrated within a community.  



A handsome mind begins 
its story every morning - 
one leg at a time - prose 
and verse built  into worn 
raiment and extending 
that tale with every 
movement and word.



Focus sharpens as 
thoughts travel,  creating 
an entire world from 
nothing - trailblazing new 
inroads to connect it  al l .



Highlights and shadows, 
a play of l ight both 
thoughtful and revealing.



It ’s language itself - the 
etch of l ines and familiar 
patterns to read and 
interpret - it  only takes 
a minute for the eyes to 
adjust to the revelation.
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TWO



Life happens between words.  

Their weight is measured 
and judged for their merit.  
Constant thoughts build 
within us - only interrupted 
by the l istening end of the 
dialogue - a place for new 
thoughts to be housed, a 
place to connect.



an aggregate of creativity...

. . .cultivated daily.



It ’s a series of choices - 
to lead or to support.   It ’s 
selective realism - a 
heightened awareness of
 daily appreciation.



Choosing what to do, see, 
contain, pronounce, and 
finally: to be… in a world 
without walls.



Words and actions build 
or fal l  on their honor.  
Understanding is more 
than mere memorization...



. . .and facts are only features 
of the truth.



It ’s the nuanced lean 
of preference - the power 
of thinking with every 
fiber to the potential 
value beneath all  the 
layers.  Quality,  presented 
at its authentic best.
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THREE



It ’s personality presented on 
the human stage…

...communicated by each 
individual detail  into 
something universal.



The promotion of a 
feeling provokes an 
experience - a symbolic 
interaction between 
thought and delivery.



In supporting a belief, 
conviction, and mission 
- a solid foundation is 
laid, built  by degrees.



IT ’S A TIMELESS STRENGTH.



The power of the story 
- an entire history of 
meaning and innovation - 
it  looks forward and back 
simultaneously,  learns 
to self-direct,  steps in and 
out of color and l ight…



. . .tempered by cool respect.



This is how it looks to 
support and be supported 
by our choices.  

When it ’s done right,  it 
always looks good.
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FOUR



We all  learn our part to play 
until  it  becomes too rigid, 
too tight,  or wears away.  

That constant reinvention 
doesn’t change the 
character,  it  only refines 
the depth and purpose of 
the tell ing.



Stories are personal while also being interconnected.  
We share them together to build community and to make sense of it  al l .



Style is a story - a point of 
connection - an identifier 
beyond social class; it  is 
chosen culture.  It ’s a pure 
idea.



 IT LOOKS LIKE A FEELING.



Style has its own depth 
of invention - a drama of 
non-verbal dialogue of 
thoughtfulness and purpose.



It ’s the provenance and 
intention of an emotional 
place…



 . . .a place that we all  share 
and belong to.
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